DESSERT BLUES

By: Clark & Maxine Smith, 750 Montrose Ave., Palo Alto, Ca. 94303

Record: GREEN 14262
Position: INTRO - OP FC PTR & WALL. DANCE - SCP LOD
Footwork: Opposite, directions for M (except where noted)
Sequence: INTRO, A, BREAK, B, BREAK, A, BREAK, B, BREAK, ENDING

INTRO: WAIT; WAIT; APT, -, PT, -; TOG (SCP), -, TCH, -; WALK FWD, -, 2, -;
1-5 In OP fc ptr & wall wait 2 meas.; Step apt L, -, pt R twd ptr, -; Tog R to SCP fc LOD, -, tch L to R, -; Walk fwd LOD L, -, R, -;

PART A

FWD TWO-STEP; FWD TWO-STEP; (CP) LIMP, 2, 3, 4; (SCP LOD) WALK FWD, -, 2, -;
1-2 In SCP fc LOD fwiw two-step L, R, L, -; R, L, R blend to CP M fc wall, -;
3-4 Limp LOD ed L XRIB of L (WXIB), ed L XRIB of L (WXIB) blend SCP LOD; Walk fwiw L, -, R, -;
SCISSORS/HITCH TO SCAR; SCISSORS TO BJO; TURN TWO-STEP; TURN TWO-STEP;
5- In CP M fcg wall ed L, cl R to L, XLIF of (W hitch fwiw R, cl L, bk R) to end Scar M fcg RLOD, -;
6- Sd R, cl L XRIB of L (WXIB) to end Bjo pos M fcg LOD, -;
7-8 Blend to CP M fcg wall do 2 RF turning Two-step L, R, L, -; R, L, R to end SCP LOD, -;
(9-16) REPEAT ACTION OF MEAS 1-8 PART A;

BREAK

(SCP LOD) FWD TWO-STEP; FWD TWO-STEP; AWAY, -; TCH, -; TOG SCP, -, TCH, -; WALK FWD, -, 2, -;
1-5 In SCP fc LOD do 2 fwiw Two-step L, R, L, -; R, L, R, -; Repeat action Meas 3-5 of Intro to end Bfly M fcg wall, -;

PART B

(FC-TO-FC) SD, CL, SD (TRN), -; (BK-TO-BK) SD, CL, SD (TRN), -; RK FWD, -, REC (TRN IN), -; HITCH FWD, CL, BK, -;
1-2 In Bfly M fc wall ed L, cl R to L, sd L release lead hands trn LF, -; to BK-to-BK pos, -; Sd R LOD, cl L to R, sd R trn RF, - to end DP fcg LOD, -;
3-4 In OP LOD rk fwiw L, -, rec R trnng RF in twd ptr (W LF) to L-OP RLOD with M's L & W's R hands joined, -; L-OP RLOD Hitch fwiw L, cl R to L, bk on L, -;
RK BK, -; REC FWD, -; (FC) SD, CL, THRU (CP WALL), -; TURN TWO-STEP; TURN TWO-STEP;
5-6 In L-OP RLOD rk bk twd LOD on R, -, rec fwiw L, -; Trn in LF to fc ptr & wall step ed R RLOD, cl L to R, step R thru twd LOD (WXIF), -;
7-8 Blend to CP M fc wall do 2 RF turning Two-step L, R, L, -; R, L, R to end Bfly M fcg wall, -;
(9-16) REPEAT ACTION OF MEAS 1-8 PART B EXCEPT END SCP;

BREAK

(SCP LOD) FWD TWO-STEP; FWD TWO-STEP; AWAY, -; TCH, -; TOG SCP, -, TCH, -; WALK FWD, -, 2, -;
1-5 Break following Part B is the same as "BREAK" above except end SCP to repeat part A;

ENDING

LAST TIME THRU BREAK ELIMINATE MEAS 5, INSTEAD:

STEP APART, -, ACK, -;